Visit of one of the most secret objects in the world – the KGB headquarters;
Discover the secrets of an underground city and Stalin’s pride – the Moscow Metro;
Go 65 meters deep to reveal Stalin’s biggest secret – the anti-nuclear bunker;
Protect the bunker from invaders in an adrenaline-rushing game;
Enjoy an extravagant dinner in Stalin’s underground restaurant.
**************************************************************************************************

Come to Moscow to visit one of the most secret objects in the world – the KGB headquarters. Learn about the history of the
most powerful organization in the world, the KGB, about the Great Terror under Stalin, the GULAG system and visit the
secret KGB prison.
Continue with the bright side of the Stalin’s regime hidden underground – the Moscow Metro. Do you know why its
construction was one of the major priorities for Stalin? Explore the grandiose showpiece of Stalin’s government and find out
the secrets of this underground city which is either a live-museum or a lavish palace, rather than a transportation system.
We will also have a sneak peek at one of Stalin’s skyscrapers – the tallest buildings of the USSR, ordered by Stalin himself.
In Moscow the deeper underground you go, the more secrets you will reveal. So, be ready for Stalin’s next wonder hidden
65 meters under the ground – an anti-nuclear bunker built during WW2. The secret “Object 02” was built in close distance
to the Kremlin, so Stalin could easily get to the bunker faster in case of a nuclear attack. Take a part in an adrenaline-rushing
game where you will need to protect the bunker from invaders, search for and destroy weapons hidden in the dark corridors,
and finally fight with them.

What would be the best way to end this adventure? To have an outstanding gala dinner and taste the favorite dishes of the
Soviet government and Stalin himself in his underground restaurant.

